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ABBEY LANE PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG 

- ENG catchment area does not change 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail FI students that live in this area will attend Pilgrim Wood FI 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail FI students who have an older sibling in grades 4-8 at Forest Trail may 

stay at Forest Trail until graduation with transportation 
 
CAPTAIN R WILSON PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG 

- ENG catchment area does not change 
- Grades 1-3 FI students that live in this area will attend Heritage Glen FI 
- Grades 1-3 Palermo FI students who have an older sibling in grades 4-6 at Palermo FI may stay at 

Palermo FI until graduation with transportation 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail students who have an older sibling in grades 4-8 at Forest Trail may stay 

at Forest Trail until graduation 
 
EMILY CARR PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG 

- ENG catchment area does not change 
- Grades 1-3 Palermo FI students that live in this area will attend Forest Trail 
- Grades 1-3 Palermo FI students who have an older sibling in grades 4-6 at Palermo FI may stay at 

Palermo FI until graduation with transportation 
 
HERITAGE GLEN PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG, 1-3 FI 

- ENG catchment area changes where a north portion and south portion of the original Palermo 
ENG catchment area are directed to Heritage Glen ENG 

- Palermo JK-7 ENG students in these areas are directed to Heritage Glen ENG 
- FI catchment area is the Captain R Wilson and Heritage Glen ENG catchment areas 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail FI students that live in the Heritage Glen ENG area will attend Heritage 

Glen FI 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail FI students who have an older sibling in grades 4-8 at Forest Trail may 

stay at Forest Trail until graduation with transportation 
 
FOREST TRAIL PS 
Program: 1-8 FI 

- FI catchment area changes to Emily Carr and West Oak ENG catchment areas 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail students that live in the Abbey Lane, Heritage Glen, or Pilgrim Wood ENG 

catchment areas are removed from Forest Trail and go to their new FI schools as per the new 
boundaries (refer to home ENG school section for more details) 

- Grades 1-3 Palermo FI students who live in the Emily Carr ENG boundary attend Forest Trail 
(refer to Emily Carr section for more details) 
 
 



PALERMO PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG, 1-6 FI 

- ENG catchment area changes where a north portion and south portion of the original Palermo 
ENG catchment area are directed to Heritage Glen ENG 

- Palermo JK-7 ENG students in these areas are directed to Heritage Glen ENG; Palermo grade 8 
ENG students in these areas may remain at Palermo ENG until graduation with transportation  

- JK-7 ENG students that have an older sibling in grade 8 ENG may remain at Palermo ENG until 
the older sibling graduates with transportation 

- Current (2011-2012) JK students in these areas may remain at Palermo for SK (due to FDELK) 
with transportation and then will attend Heritage Glen for grade 1 (2013-2014) 

- FI catchment area changes and is the same as the Palermo ENG catchment area 
- Grades 1-3 FI students in the north and south portions are directed to Heritage Glen FI 
- Grades 1-3 FI students in the north and south portions that have an older sibling in grades 4-6 at 

Palermo FI may stay at Palermo FI until graduation with transportation 
 
PILGRIM WOOD PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG, 1-3 FI 

- ENG catchment area does not change 
- FI catchment area is the Abbey Lane and Pilgrim Wood ENG catchment areas 
- Grades 1-3 Forest Trail FI students that live in the Pilgrim Wood ENG catchment area will attend 

Pilgrim Wood FI 
- Grade 1-3 Forest Trail FI students who have an older sibling in grade 4-8 at Forest Trail may stay 

at Forest Trail until graduation with transportation 
 
WEST OAK PS 
Program: JK-8 ENG 

- ENG catchment area does not change 
- Direction of FI students in this area does not change 
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